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Once again, the FBI has proven it is not a ‘federal law enforcement agency’ whose primary
responsibility is protecting the country and investigating federal offenses, but rather a thug political
operation whose first and only job is to protect the deep state elite.

We already knew that the bureau, under then-Director James Comey and Assistant Director Andrew
McCabe, was involved in attempting to sabotage Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential bid with a sham
“counterintelligence investigation” into possible “collusion” with Russia. The bureau even paid a former
British spy, as did the Democratic National Committee and the Hillary Clinton campaign, to create a
fake “dossier” filled with insane, and provably false, allegations about Trump.

The media jerks who are part of the deep state ensured that the story wouldn’t die during the bulk of
Trump’s first term, but it wasn’t enough to ensure that he wouldn’t receive a second term. In fact, as
2020 proceeded and Trump began to get a handle on the COVID-19 pandemic and his polling
numbers rose along with visible support wherever he campaigned, the FBI and the rest of the deep
state were working several fronts to sabotage Trump’s reelection changes.

One of those fronts was Big Tech.

According to reports this week, the FBI engaged in “weekly” meetings with big tech platforms to ensure
that any information beneficial to Trump and, importantly, harmful to the Democrats’ brain-addled
nominee, Joe Biden, and his corrupt son, Hunter Biden, was hidden from view to the maximum extent
possible — couched, of course, in “fighting against misinformation.”

The revelations were announced by two Republican attorneys general, Eric Schmitt of Missouri and
Jeff Landry of Louisiana, who sued the big tech platforms to find out how deep the collusion and
corruption went.
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“BREAKING: In our deposition of FBI agent Elvis Chan on Tuesday, we found that the FBI plays a big
role in working with social media companies to censor speech – from weekly meetings with social
media companies ahead of the 2020 election to asks for account takedowns,” Schmitt tweeted last
week.

?BREAKING: In our deposition of FBI agent Elvis Chan on Tuesday, we found that the FBI
plays a big role in working with social media companies to censor speech – from weekly
meetings with social media companies ahead of the 2020 election to asks for account
takedowns.

— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) December 2, 2022

“Chan, the FBI’s FITF, and senior CISA officials had meetings with social media companies in the lead-
up to the 2020 election, in which Chan personally told the social media companies that there could
potentially be a Russian “hack and leak” operation shortly before the election,” the Show-Me State AG
continued.

Chan, the FBI’s FITF, and senior CISA officials had meetings with social media companies
in the lead-up to the 2020 election, in which Chan personally told the social media
companies that there could potentially be a Russian “hack and leak” operation shortly
before the election.

— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) December 2, 2022

“Those meetings were initially quarterly, then monthly, then weekly heading into the 2020 election,”
Schmitt continued.

Those meetings were initially quarterly, then monthly, then weekly heading into the 2020
election.

— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) December 2, 2022

“Chan stated that the FBI regularly sent social media companies lists of URLs and social media
accounts that should be taken down because they were disinformation from ‘malign foreign influence
operations.’ The FBI then inquired whether the platforms have taken down the content,” he continued
(the bureau always couches these viewpoint censorship campaigns as attempts to interdict ‘malign
foreign actors’ — it’s a lie).
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https://twitter.com/Eric_Schmitt/status/1598733187135393793?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/Eric_Schmitt/status/1598733348243111936?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/Eric_Schmitt/status/1598733450738995201?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Chan stated that the FBI regularly sent social media companies lists of URLs and social
media accounts that should be taken down because they were disinformation from “malign
foreign influence operations.” The FBI then inquired whether the platforms have taken down
the content.

— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) December 2, 2022

“On many occasions, the platforms took down the accounts flagged by the FBI,” he noted further.

On many occasions, the platforms took down the accounts flagged by the FBI.

— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) December 2, 2022

Blatant FBI election interference. This is why this agency needs to go away or, at a minimum, everyone
at the rank of supervisor needs to be replaced. Our country is being stolen from us one election at a
time.
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